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QUESTION 1

A company that is a shoe-producer is doing Salesforce B2C Commerce implementation. In their Enterprise Resource
Warning (ERP) system, the products are marked as being one of three types: boots, sandals, and sneakers. The
business requirements based on the type are: 

1. 

The messaging on Product Detail page is different 

2. 

Customers are able to filler their Product Search Results 

The customer\\'s operations team asks about the format in which to send this value in the catalog. 

Which data type should the Architect specify for this attribute In the Data Mapping document? 

A. A custom attribute of type string containing comma separated values. 

B. A custom attribute type set-of-string containing multiple values. 

C. A custom attribute of type enum-of-string (multiselect able value). 

D. A custom attribute of type enum-of-string (single selectable value) 

Correct Answer: D 

 

 

QUESTION 2

The Client is creating a new Storefront and their requirements include: 

1. 

ApplePay support 

2. 

Log -n through a standard OAuth2 social media account 

3. 

One Okie checkout process 

4. 

Ay Btesting for promotions Which two items require technical documentation for customizing the Storefront Reference
Architecture? Choose 2 answers 

A. One Click checkout process 
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B. ApplePay support 

C. log in through a standard OAuth2 social media account 

D. A/B testing for promotions 

Correct Answer: AB 

 

 

QUESTION 3

During a load test the storefront shows steady but slow performanceon all the paces being tested. The Architect opens
Pipeline Profiler and sorts the data by *total time" column. The following come as the top Ave items: Which controller
should the Architect focus on to further investigate the performance issue? 

A. Product-HitTile as it has the highest hits during the load test. 

B. Search Show as this Is one of the key controllers that the customer uses 

C. Product-Detail as It has the highest total time and highest maximum time. 

D. Home-IncludeHeaderMenu as It has highestaverage time. 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 4

A new project for a Client will involve a few different Integrations to their middleware system resulting in four different
web services. All will use the same credentials to the middleware. Each will have the same timeout, but will require a
separate log file prefix. 

How should the Architect set this up with the Service framework using a minimal set of configuration? 

A. Four Service Configurations. Four Service Profiles,One Service Credential 

B. Four Service Configurations. Four Service Profiles, Four Service Credentials 

C. Four Service Configurations. One Service Profile, One Service Credential. 
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D. One Service Configuration, Four Service Profiles, One Service Credential. 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 5

While validating a LINK Cartridge for inclusion into the solution, an Architect notices that the UNK cartridge
documentation requires the Architect to add a script node to a Pipeline in the storefrontcartridge. The script is also a
valid CommonJS module. 

Which approach can the Architect use to Integrate this cartridge into a site that uses Controllers only? 

A. Copy and paste the script that is required directly into the Controller, add the appropriatearguments, then execute the
correct method 

B. Add the script that Is required via a require statement In the Controller, add the appropriate arguments, and execute
the correct method. 

C. Add the script that is required via a Module, exports statement m theController add the appropriate arguments, and
execute the correct method. 

D. Add the script that is required via an import$cript statement in the Controller, add the appropriate arguments, and
execute the correct method. 

Correct Answer: B 
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